PreZero
gives plastic waste
a new life
 e transform plastic waste
W
into high quality materials for
industrial production
Tailored products to satisfy
specific customer needs
We contribute to the reduction
of emissions with recycled
material as a substitute for
virgin material
We promote circular economy
and sustainability

04 Sorting

03 Collection & transport

Our opportunity:
We close the loop

02 Separate
collection

As part of the Schwarz Group, we are
the only company in the market that
offers a completely closed
materials loop.
01 Waste producer

06 Recycling

08 Customer

“

07 Production of goods/packaging

All with the same common goal:

For our customers’ success
we give global plastic waste
a new life to make the world
a better place!
Clemens Stockreiter
CEO PreZero Polymers
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05 Treatment

New thinking for a
cleaner tomorrow.

”
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Discover the power of our tailor-made recyclate for various applications
Skyplen

Skyfil

Skyplen is the trademark for our
polypropylene recycled solution for
injection moulding and extrusion
process (PP).

Skyfil is the trademark for our mineral
filled polypropylene recycled solution
for injection moulding and extrusion
process (PP).

Skytene

Skystyr

Skytene is the trademark for our low
& high-density polyethylene recycled
solution for injection and extrusion
process (LDPE and HDPE).

Skystyr is the trademark for our
medium and high-impact polystyrene
recycled solution for injection and
extrusion process (PS).

We are closing loops
With our latest state-of-the-art sorting and recycling facilities
PreZero Polymers Austria GmbH
Industriezone Ost 5
AT-9111 Haimburg
+43 (0) 4232-3930-0
+43 (0) 4232-3930-20

Examples of our biggest facilities and recent extensions

Recycling facilities in
Haimburg/AT + Fonte/IT

Light packaging sorting
facility in Porta/DE

Recycling facility in
Jurupa Valley/US

Light packaging sorting
facility in Zwolle/NL

PreZero Polymers Italy S.P.A.
Via Dell’artigianato, 3
I-31010 Fonte (TV)
+39 (0) 423-946235
+39 (0) 423-946219

www.prezero-international.com
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